The delayed choice experiments are a collection of experiments where the counterintuitive laws of quantum mechanics are manifested in a very striking way. They most definitely fit in the legendary series of situations where the underlying quantum nature of reality is 'thrown in your face ' [11]. Although the delayed choice experiments can be very accurately described with the standard framework of quantum optics, a more didactical and intuitive explanation seems not to have been given so far. In this note, we fill that gap.
Invitation
The EPR-paradox [1] [2] and subsequent work of Bell [3] are without doubt one of the cental pillars of the modern understanding of quantum mechanics. Roughly speaking, the generally accepted implications are: (1) the predictions of quantum mechanics can not be reproduced by a hidden variable theory, and (2) quantum mechanics is inherently nonlocal. In this introduction, we will focus our attention on the issue of nonlocality.
Consider a setup where particles A and B are placed at spatially separated experimenters Alice and Bob. The particles are in the state:
Now they measure, say Alice does this first. A wellknown peculiarity is that they will find opposite outcomes (one finds up, the other finds spin down) even if Bob measures the particle right after Alice did, before any causal signal can reach him. The standard one-liner that resolves the paradox is the fact that 'correlation is not causality'. (Which is also a crucial fact in the domain of Statistics.) Even though their two measurements are fully correlated (knowing one means knowing the other) they are not causally related [16] . That is: neither can choose the outcome of their measurement. Otherwise, they could influence the measurement of the other at will, and hence communicate instantly.
From forward light cone to collapse
The consequence of the above paradox and its resolution is not just philosophical, but very real. It shows that measuring entangled but distant particles results in an instantaneous and overall collapse, yet without violating (relativistic) causality. This is pictorially summarized in Figure 1 . Figure 1 : Left: Naively, one would expect the influence of a measurement to be contained within the forward lightcone emerging from that event. Right: The picture of an instantaneous collapse. As explained in the text, this is not in contradiction with causality. Note: in this work, we will not make any reference to why this (apparent) collapse occurs. Not only is this a much harder issue, it is simply not relevant to discussion we will present.
The subtlety
The standard resolution of the locality paradox, as sketched above, seems very satisfactory. However, there is a subtlety involved [15] . It is rather unclear on exactly which moment a particle should experience a co-collapse when its entangled twin is subjected to a measurement. More concretely: imagine Bob and Alice measure their spins at exactly the same moment according to their reference frame. For an observer moving to the left (right) however, it is Alice (Bob) who measures first and thus causes the collapse of the other particle. So the question 'When does the co-collapse of an entangled particle occur?'
is solved in a very curious way. Different observers plainly disagree on the moment at which the co-collapse occurs (see Figure 2 ) but they all see an order of events which is in perfect concordance with causality. Figure 2: According to special relativity, moving observers have 'twisted' reference frames, with tilted time and space axes. Here, lines of constant time are drawn for three different reference frames. Blue lines: rest frame of Alice and Bob. Red and yellow lines: frame of an observer moving to the left or right respectively. According to frame 2, Bob measures first. When he does so, particle A collapses too, so this happens on slice t2,1. If Alice measures particle A an instant later (on time t2,2), she necessarily finds an opposite result. However, according to frame 3, it is Alice who measures first. So according to this observer the reduction occurs along line t3,1 and it is Bob who is left with a collapsed particle at a later time t3,2.
So in the experiment at hand, the (hard) question on when the wave function reduction of the entangled particle occurs somehow seems to be irrelevant. However, one might be suspicious. Maybe things do not always work out so nicely. This is precisely where the delayed choice experiments come in. We briefly review these experiments, and show that essentially the above question/problem re-appears, but now in a matured version.
Delayed choice experiments
Originally, the notion of 'delayed choice' arose in a set of thought experiments, devised by Wheeler [6] . Since then, several variants have found experimental realization [5] [13] [14] . For concreteness, we shall restrict our attention to one specific (slightly alternative but more instructive) realization, the delayed choice quantum eraser. A discussion of another (more literal, but less instructive) variant can be found in Appendix A.
The delayed choice quantum eraser experiment
The delayed choice quantum eraser experiment was first realized in [5] . The details are shown in Figure 3 
Interpretation
In this experiment, the collapse of the wave function (seen in the pattern of the signal photons) is induced by an event (the detection of the idler photon, if it occurs at D 3 or D 4 at least) which happens at a later moment in time. This is a very striking result. How can a measurement cause an entangled particle to collapse in the past ? It seems like the picture of an instantaneous wave function collapse, as sketched in the first sections, has to be wrong. One might be drastic and postulate a form of 'backwards time influence', where a measurement may influence the 'behavior' of particles (or here, photons) in the past [8] [9] . It is precisely this (common) confusion which we wish to clear out in this note.
First of all, note that a quantitative computation (using standard quantum optical techniques) reproduces precisely the experimental outcome [5] . This result follows without invoking any backwards causality, and clearly indicates that the experiment can be understood within the standard quantum mechanical framework. But what is going on then? How can we understand this experiment in a more intuitive way and what are the conceptual conclusions? We will resolve these issues in the next sections.
To come to a resolution, we first obtain some results on conditional measurement probabilities. Say we have two entangled (but spatially separated) particles A and B, and we want to measure observables O A and O B . If we have corresponding eigenbases |i A and |j B , we can write a general state as
with ij |α ij | 2 = 1. For simplicity, we assume that the above states all have the same energy. Time evolution then involves an irrelevant overall phase factor, which we suppress. When measuring O A , the chance that the outcome O A equals the I-th eigenvalue a I is given by
And similar for P (O B = b J ). Say we have indeed measured on B and got O B = b J . The state then collapses onto
and for this |ψ ′ the chance to measure O A = a I is
In words: measuring O B has resulted in a change in probabilities (3) → (5). So the combined chance to first find O B = b J and then O A = a I is given by
Now what is the chance for this to happen in the other order? That is, what is the chance to first measure O A = a I , and then find O B = b J ? This is given by
And the last two expressions are equal by Bayes' theorem. (Both are of course just equal to |α IJ | 2 .) None of this looks very surprising, but we want to stress that the total probability to find O A = a I and O B = b J does not depend on the place or time at which the measurements occur. Before we interpret this simple but important result, we generalize it a to performing several measurements on the two particles. So consider observables O A,1 · · · O A,n and O B,1 · · · O B,m . We still suppose A and B are each in an energy eigenstate, so that time evolution is trivial. Now consider for each operator one specific eigenvalue. We denote these by λ A i and λ B j . If we start with a joint state |ψ and measure O A,1 · · · O A,n and O B,1 · · · O B,m (in that order) then the chance to obtain as outcomes the numbers {λ
In words: the probability of a collection of outcomes does not depend on the relative moments of measurements on A and B. As long as we respect the order of measurements on each particle separately, the chance stays the same. This generalizes the previous result.
Although the above expressions are all very simple, the result is, upon second thought, very non-trivial. It shows that in general, the relative time ordering of measurements on separated (but possible entangled) particles A and B doesn't matter at all. (Of course, for measurements on the same particle, the order does matter.) What does this say about the collapse of the total wave function? To see this, it might be elusive to write the projection operators from the previous section as their action on the product Hilbert space H A ⊗ H B of the two particles:
This makes explicit that a measurement on one particle does not at all influence the other one. (I.e. the operator 1 acts trivially.) The only effect a measurement has, is changing probabilities of other measurements into conditional probabilities, as explained just above. More important, these conditional probabilities hold regardless of the moment at which you perform the measurement on the other particle. Whether it occurs later, earlier or at the same time -that doesn't matter at all. This forces us to abandon the (popular, but incorrect) view on the wave function collapse as an event stretching out along a space-like slice. Even though this view is appealing, it creates a wrong intuition about the physics involved.
We can now solve the problem we started with in the introduction. If the measurement is nothing but an isolated event in space time, there is no point whatsoever in trying to associate a spatial slice to it. So the horizontal and tilted lines in Figure 2 actually have no meaning at all! Nothing happens along these slices -the only place where something physical happens is the place of the measurement, and the implications on conditional probabilities hold for other measurements throughout the entire spacetime, present and past.
Delayed choice quantum eraser, ctd.
Having answered our initial question, we now turn to the main goal of this note: understanding the delayed choice quantum eraser experiment in a more intuitive way. We can write a schematic time evolution, as follows. The initial photon state |I > (or 'photon wave function' [4] ) falls through the slit and then consists of an upper and a lower part:
Each of the two components of the wave function will then be split into an entangled pair of photons: one traveling upward (ր) and one downward (ց)
The idler photon (|U ց and |L ց ) meets some beamsplitters, and is directed to the four detectors. Denoting the components heading to detectors D 1 to D 4 by their respective numbers, we get the state
The prefactors can be checked by looking at Figure 3 . For simplicity, we have not taken into account polarization issues and the sign changes due to reflections. We now use what we have learned above. The time ordering of the detections of the idler and signal photon does not influence at all the probability of a certain outcome. So the experimental outcome (encoded in the combined measurement outcomes) is bound to be the same even if we would measure the idler photon earlier, i.e. before the signal photon by shortening the optical path length of the downwards configuration. Then, if the idler is detected at D 4 for example, the above state 'collapses' onto
which means the signal photon gets only one contribution and hence there can not be any interference. If the idler photon is detected at D 1 however, the state 'collapses' onto 1 √ 2 |1 (|U ր + |L ր ) (16) so there are two contributions to the signal photon and interference occurs. Similarly D 2 gives interference and D 3 does not. This indeed reproduces the experimental outcome correctly, and explains the experiment in a rather concise way.
In the above, we have put collapse between quotation marks, as the previous section stressed that it is a local (and not global) event which is correlated with other outcomes regardless the relative time ordering. In conclusion: nor 'causality' nor 'influence' nor 'collapse' are good words in the context of measurements, only 'correlation' and 'conditional probability' are.
A remark on assumptions. In the previous section, we supposed the measured observables to be conserved. This is necessary to carelessly time-translate the projection operators. The translated observable here is the idler photon measurement. This determines the beam of photon (so its momentum) and is clearly conserved.
Conclusion
In this note, we discussed the delayed choice experiments. Specifically, we focussed on the role of conditional probabilities for measurements on entangled particles.
The (well-known) point stated in the introduction was to distinguish correlation from causation. The lesson we draw here is that this very correlation between distant measurements does not feel their relative time ordering: it does not distinguish between future and past. This implies backwards correlation but still precludes backwards causation or any other tension with relativity, effectively demystifying the delayed choice experiments.
It is important to note that arriving at our conclusions did not require introducing new physics. We only relied on elementary quantum mechanics: not on novel 'backwards time' concepts, nor on any particular interpretation: we only used the Born rule 'as is'. And it better be so, since a careful quantum optical analysis of any of the delayed choice experiments is in perfect concordance with experimental results -without any auxiliary/new input. Only, these quantum optical analyses are slightly less transparent, and may leave some conceptual issues unclear and confusing. It is precisely this gap that we intended to fill with this note. With the remarks and intuition presented here, there really is no mystery whatsoever in any of the discussed experiments.
Appendix A: Wheeler's thoughts
Here, we present Wheeler's original thought experiment. To study the collapse of the wave function, he devised the following setup [6] . Imagine a light source (or for the same matter: a particle beam) aimed at a double slit. At a far distance, a detector screen is placed. Obviously, an interference pattern forms on this detector screen. Now place two 'telescopes' behind the screen, each tightly aimed at one of the two slits. If the screen is pulled away, the telescopes allow to detect through which of the two slits a particle came, revealing which-slit information and suggesting a point particle behavior. So by putting the screen in, or pulling it away, an experimenter can (at the very last instance) choose to reveal either the wave -or the particle nature of a particle coming through the slits.
The essence of Wheeler's variation on the double slit experiment, lies in the words 'at the very last instance'. It is a well known fact that trying to detect the path of a particle collapses the wave function and hence destroys the interference pattern. What happens in Wheeler's experiment is different. As you choose to measure the particle-or wave aspect only at the very last instant, the 'decision' to act like a wave or a particle is made long after it passed the slits. In some sense, a measurement in the present seems to influence an event in the past. Recently, a rather literal version of Wheeler's experiment has been realized [7] , confirming the counterintuitive outcome described above.
Confusing explanation
One may be tempted to conclude that a measurement can influence the behavior of a particle in the past. Measuring the interference pattern (detector screen) enforces the wave character, measuring which-slit information (telescopes) retrojects into a particle behavior. Conceptually, this is a highly confusing explanation, and definitely suggests some form of backwards causality. Luckily, this is not the end of the story.
Less confusing explanation
Although a detection with the telescopes reveals the particle aspect at that very moment, it is illegitimate to infer that the past trajectory was that of a straight line [19] . Put differently: complementarity should be applied at the detectors, not at the slits [18] . More precise: we can only understand Wheeler's experiment correctly by treating the wave function as fundamental (particle-and-wave view) and not by holding on to strict complementarity (particle-or-wave view) [20] .
Let us try to understand the experiment at hand with these remarks in mind. The wave function of the particle on the right of the slits is given by the sum of two When the screen is pulled away, only one of the two detectors receives a signal (particle aspect/dotted trajectories).
spherical waves:
Here k is the wavenumber of the particle; r 1 and r 2 are the locations of the two slits. In the far-away limit, the prefactors 1/| r − r 1 | and 1/| r − r 2 | are identical up to subleading corrections, and
where d is the distance between the slits and θ the angle associated to the position r on the screen. With these approximations, we get
So constructive interference occurs at points where kd sin θ = 2nπ. But what do we see when we pull the screen away? The (sharply aimed) telescopes actually measure the momentum of the incoming particle, each with a very narrow detection range. For positions r near to the location r T of the telescopes, we can approximate (17) as a sum of two planar waves:
where the vectors k 1 and k 2 are wavevectors of size k, directed along r T − r 1 and r T − r 2 respectively. Since the telescopes are set to detect momenta within a small interval around k 1 and k 2 respectively, the above expression implies that their detection probabilities are proportional to 1/| r − r 1 | 2 and 1/| r − r 2 | 2 . Since these are identical in the far-away limit, the two telescopes have equal chances to detect the particle, just as we expected.
This simple understanding of Wheeler's experiment may lead one to doubt whether it truly is a case of delayed choice. This is the reason why we have dealt with the (more clear-cut) quantum eraser in the main text.
In this form, it is clear that we can view the initial state as already being a superposition of two different worlds. In each of these worlds lives a couple Alice and Bob, but they are ignorant of the world they are in. Only when they measure, they discover which of the two worlds they are in. This should make very clear that the relative moment at which they do this discovery does not matter at all. Alice and Bob can choose (at any time they want) to discover the world they are in and from this, they can infer what the other will measure (the opposite) whenever he or she chooses to do so. (This once again shows that information is physical [21] , but that it does not 'travel' as is confusingly suggested in [10] .) This view makes three things completely clear. First, it reconfirms that the act of measuring just has implications in the form of conditional probabilities. Second, it makes clear that the relative ordering of spatially separated measurement is completely irrelevant. Third: it shows explicitly that the wave function 'collapse' is not a global dynamical event. The splitting of the worlds is not something which happens along a spatial slice, it has been there 'from the beginning'. The only thing which changes by measuring is a decrease of ignorance of Alice an Bob, which clearly is a very local event. Actually, the absence of a global dynamical collapse event is intimately related to linearity of quantum mechanics. Indeed, separate worlds can never 'feel' each other because of linearity.
One last remark: the time dependence of observers and devices is not trivial, since they need not be energy eigenstates. Strictly speaking, the above formulae are to be read as Heisenberg notation (no time dependence in states) and the 'transition' (24)→(25) just as a change of basis, appropriate to the late-time configuration. This is a bit sloppy, but the main goal was not rigor, just providing another (more intuitive) view on the conclusions of this paper.
